Finally, there is, or should be [5, 18] a specification of the semantics of these formal languages.
There seem to be three dominant proposals for semantic representations:
(I) Procedural semantics [16, 17] where the underlying representation consists of procedures in some executable language.
(2) Network structures [11, 13, 14] which represent knowledge by appropriate graphical data structures.
(3) Logical representation [3, 7, 12] 
(iv) The resolution rule of inference 
cats have noses. If in addition it is known that CAT(fritz), then by unifying this on CAT(y) in (4), we can deduce the two clauses HAS-AS-PART(fritz,nose(fritz))
Resolution is a refutation loJ~ic i.e. if T is some statement to be proved, the clausal form of its negation is added to the clauses representing the knowledge base, and an attempt is made to derive a contradiction by means of the single resolution inference rule.
For exmple, to prove that Fritz has a nose i.e. Clearly there are plenty of problems here not least what we mean by "probably", but the example gives the flavour of a possible logical approach, as well as an indication how certain kinds of "fuzzy" reasoning might be modeled in an extended logic.
(ii) Different levels of memory -contexts for wanting, needing etc. Consider representing "x wants P" in some logical formalism, where P is an arbitrary proposition.
In specifying the properties of "WANT" we shall need (among other things) some kind of schema of the form WANTS(x,P) A Q WANTS(x, anything derivable from P and Q) 
